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Abstract. This paper addresses a preliminary study for relation iden-
tification between the HTML tag set and user experience. Today’s Web
technologies such as “HTML5” and “Ajax” enable content providers to
design rich Web pages, sometimes complicated and not ease-of-use. On
the other hand, “user experience” is getting more and more significant as
everyone from young to elder people uses the Web. The design principle
seems not to be established from “user experience” viewpoints, because
it includes user practical activities. Therefore our approach is to collect
user operations and user impressions as to the target Web pages, then
induce relation between user impression and such collected data by min-
ing technologies. This paper reports a preliminary experimental results
towards such systematic analysis.
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1 Introduction

This paper addresses a preliminary study for relation identification between the
HTML tag set and user experience, which is considered to be difficult to identify
simply by analyzing the collected user enquete as to Web design. Web design
is drastically changing along with related technologies, for instance, “HTML5”,
“Ajax” and so forth. Moreover ”user experience” includes a user’s practical ac-
tivities as indicated in the term, which seems to be slightly different from user
impression. This means that the design guideline is complex so that it considers
concrete user operations and evaluation.

We here address the systematic approach towards the Web design evaluation
from “user experience” viewpoints. To achieve this goal, we introduce mining
function approach to identify relation between the HTML tag set and user ex-
perience. As to “user experience”, a user’s operations such as “mouse move”,
“mouse scroll” and “mouse over” on the browser screen and “mouse click” on
the hyper link are stored with time stamp, and his/her impression concerning
the target Web pages is collected by enquete including several aspects of Web
design and usability. If we could identify some sequential mouse operations as
patterns, this may indicate specific features for “user experience”. Also we focus
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on enquete from subjective evaluation as to this specific features. Then relation
identification will be systematically done by association rule mining between
these two data set.

Based on the above-mentioned approach, this paper describes entire frame-
work for this systematic identification and preliminary experimental results by
using data collection system and executing a sequential pattern mining tech-
nique. Section 2 describes previous research on this field. Section 3 describes
the framework for relation identification between the HTML tag set and user
experience. Section 4 describes results on data collection and sequential pattern
mining. Section 5 describes the findings and future work.

2 Related Work

Usability is argued from various viewpoints such as psychology, system function-
ality, user performance and so forth. The work in [1] reports the experimental
results when executing task-based usability testing and guideline-base inspec-
tion as to the broad-reach Web portals. The paper tries to clarify the result
of consistency along with the testing and inspection, using questionnaire-based
data, but does not handle the concrete operational data concerning the target
interface. From a user viewpoints to design the Web interface, the work in [2]
discusses the interface from “semiotics” viewpoints and makes re-design of Web
signs, which mainly handle the static design under “semiotics”. This approach
is slightly different from “user experience” aspect that we focus. The work in
[3] directly handles “user experience” aspect when a user executes information
search on the Web, which implements interactivity-oriented interfaces for the
search. This indicates interactiveness provides effective and convenient way to
a user, but limits to the keyword search task. The work in [4] discusses more
closely as “user experience” from emotional aspects of Web design. Of course a
user emotional is significant that affects “user experience”, but mostly focuses
on the guideline evaluation.

3 Relation Induction Framework

3.1 Proposed Framework

As mentioned in Section 1, our proposed relation induction framework utilizes
user operational log and subjective evaluation on the Web interface. Fig. 1 indi-
cates the overview of our proposed framework, which consists of “data collection
system” and “data mining system”.

The “data collection system” collects minute user operations for executing
pre-defined task and enquete after accomplishing the task. The “data mining
system” includes two mining subsystems; one is a sequential pattern mining and
the other is an association rule mining.

The requirement of “data collection system” is to collect user operations on
the Web page without being aware of it. So it should be embedded ordinary
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Fig. 1. Overview of Relation Induction Framework

Web browser to monitor and record the operations. Also the requirement of
“data mining system” is to derive interpretative relationship between the HTML
tag set and user evaluation. The HTML tag set is mostly categorized into two;
one is structural tags and appearance tags. The former are tags for “itemiza-
tion”, “hyper link”, “table” and so forth. The latter are tags for “colorization”,
“font”, “layout” and so forth, which are basically recommended to use “〈span〉”
in “HTML5”. From capturing user operation viewpoints, the structural tags are
seem to be significant, since those correspond to target components of user oper-
ations on the Web pages. Then our “data mining system” focuses on structural
tags.

3.2 Data Collection System

Table 1 shows log items with time stamps; “mouse move” that are mouse x-y
position, “mouse scroll” that is scrolling increment, “mouse click” that is oper-
ated on the hyper links, and “mouse over” on HTML tags that correspond to
the Web components for the target task. Popular target tasks when a user uses
Web pages are considered to be as follows; “information search ” and “goods
ordering”. “Information search” means the situation that a user needs to know
something and search information under browsing. “goods ordering” involves
some procedures after deciding buying goods, for instance, input a user name
and address, choose a payment method, designate the delivery time and so forth.
Since we think the latter has less flexible operations than the former and the
evaluation related to the former task indicates wide variety, we simply focus on
the relation induction towards “information search” task.
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Table 1. Log Items using Mouse Event

Type of mouse event Collected data

mouse move x position and y position

mouse scroll vertical increment

mouse click target url

mouse over target tag in the HTML source

The Web browser strictly limits the local access to storage resources such as
HDD, so our system sends whole log data to the server by using Ajax technology.
Fig. 2 shows the procedure of this data transferring, a part of Javascript code
and collected data. To use Javascript code including Ajax, we need to modify the
target HTML source for adding “〈script〉” tag. Therefore our system downloads
the whole HTML related files at first and inserts the “〈script〉” tag.

As indicated in Fig. 2, the actual collected log data using “!” as delimiter
involves a user operations on one page as one line “string” data. Time stamps
represent UTC.

3.3 Data Mining System

Characterizing Mouse Move. The time-series data of mouse events and
transitions among Web pages are analyzed by using a sequential data mining
technique, which induces a certain patterned user operation. To apply this min-
ing, our system first converts relative mouse positions into absolute positions to
identify mouse move such as “upward”. Fig. 3 shows this conversion and the fol-
lowing fomula denotes this calculation where yabsi does absolute i-th y position,
yreli does relative i-th y position, and yscrollk does k-th vertical scroll increment.

yabsi = yreli +
∑i

k=1 y
scroll
k

Mouse move notation such as “upward” is necessary to extract patterns by se-
quential patternmining. So we set eight directionalmousemove notation as shown
in Fig. 4. At this point, we do not discriminate the mouse move among the same
directions, that is, ignoring the amount of pixel move, for instance, 10 pixel down-
ward and 100 pixel downward are considered to be the same notation “downward”.
The symbolized mouse moves are given to numbers as indicated in Fig. 4.

Extracting Mouse Patterns. The purpose of pattern mining is to extract a
certain set of mouse operations embedded in when looking into one Web page
and a certain set of transitions embedded in when traversing among several Web
pages. The former is more significant because when searching information in the
Web page, such specific operations may reflect users impression after finishing the
browsing tasks. Of course the latter may also reflect users impression, especially
whole evaluation-related impression. It is slightly easy to identify the latter,
because a user actions towards links embedded in the Web page are mostly
common under given tasks. Therefore this paper focuses on the former when
users browse one Web page.
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function appendMousePosition(event) {
// get mouse x-Position
if(document.all) {

X = document.body.scrollLeft+window.event.clientX;
} else if(document.layers || document.getElementById) {

X = event.pageX;
}

// get mouse y-Position
if(document.all) {

Y = document.body.scrollTop+window.event.clientY;
} else if(document.layers || document.getElementById) {

Y = event.pageY;
}

var mouseXY = "(" + X + "," + Y + ")";
today = new Date();
buffer = buffer + mouseXY + delimiter + today.getTime() + delimiter;

}

setInterval("sendLog()", 1000);

function sendLog() {
var url = "/mouseLog/response?mouseLog=" + escape(buffer);
send(url);
buffer = "";

}

function send(url) {
if (window.XMLHttpRequest) {

req = new XMLHttpRequest();
} else if (window.ActiveXObject) {

req = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");
}
req.open("Get", url, true);
req.onreadystatechange = callback;
req.send(null);

}

function callback() {
if (req.readyState == 4) {

if (req.status == 200) {
}

}
}

Target tag

Capture mouse event
Transfer collected data under an interval

Fig. 2. Data Collection System Procedure
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Fig. 3. Mouse Position Conversion
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There exist several sequential pattern mining algorithms, and our requirement
is to extract adjoining sequential patterns exactly, so the program proposed in
[5] is used.

Identifying Relation. If some mouse sequential patterns are extracted from
user operations, the next step is to identify relation between such specific user
operations and user impression. Conceptually this approach is done by associa-
tion rule mining, however practically it needs lots of mouse sequential patterns
to execute such rule mining. In case of small set of mouse sequential patterns,
other approach may be necessary.

4 Experiment

As preliminary study to identify relation using our proposed framework, this
paper describes two experiments. One is to use three Web sites with three tasks
for each Web site and collect impression after finishing each site. The other is
to use one Web sites with three tasks for each Web site and collect impressions
after each task. Figure 5 shows one sample screenshot of experimental Web
pages; Guide for graduate school entrance examination, which is used in both
experiments. As indicated in Figure 5, this Web page has “〈p〉” HTML tag to
depict some information. So after downloading this Web site entirely, target
component IDs in the Web page are set.

Tasks set for this Web page are to grasp “[task1] difference between under-
graduate school and graduate school”, “[task2]subjects of entrance examination”
and “[task3]how to study for entrance examination”. The questions in enquete
are as follows with “yes/no” response.

<p>
….
………

Fig. 5. Screenshot of Experimental Web Page
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Q1: Do you feel the unity concerning “color” and “design” ?
Q2: Do you feel ease-of-use appearance concerning “menu”, “character(font)”,

“graphics” ?
Q3: Do you collect information you look for ?
Q4: What do you think is hard to understand in this Web page ?
Q5: Do you feel sense of intimacy ?

Seven testers browse the three Web sites for the experiment 1, and nine testers
do the one Web site for the experiment 2. The following are results on the
common Web site “Guide for graduate school entrance examination” in both
experiments

In the experiment 1, there exists mouse move pattern “ ⇒ , ⇑ , ⇓ , ⇑ ”. Table
2 shows the number of “yes” from the enquete.

Table 2. Question and response number

question number of “yes”

Q1: ... the unity ... 7

Q2: ... ease-of-use appearance ... 6

Q3: ... collect informaton ... 5

Q4: ... hard to understand ... 5

Q3: ... sens of intimacy ... 3

In the experiment 2, there exist mouse move patterns as indicated in Table 3.

Table 3. Sequential patterns in each task

task mouse pattern

difference between undergraduate school
and graduate school ⇓ , ⇒ , ⇓

subjects of entarance examination ⇒ , ⇓ , ⇒
how to study for entrance examination ⇒ , ⇑ , ⇓

Table 4 shows the number of “yes” from the enquete.

Table 4. Question and response number in each task

number of “yes”
question task1 task2 task3

Q1: ... the unity ... 9 8 8

Q2: ... ease-of-use appearance ... 7 7 7

Q3: ... collect informaton ... 4 0 2

Q4: ... hard to understand ... 4 6 4

Q5: ... sens of intimacy ... 1 1 1
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As indicated in the results of sequential pattern mining towards mouse oper-
ations, we can get simple mouse move pattern that cannot explicitly relate to a
certain meaningful move operation. This is caused by one reason that symbol-
ized mouse move notations are generated under ignoring amount of pixel move.
For instance, “downward” notations differ between the displayed page a user can
gaze at a glance and the scrolled page. Other reasons are still under investigation.

5 Summary

This paper report a preliminary study for induction of relation between HTML
tag set and user experience, which uses a user concrete mouse operations by
capturing mouse events and corresponding HTML tag of “mouse over”. The
experimental results using actual Web pages show the problems to be tackled
for applying mining techniques. In addition to mouse operations, a user eye
movement needs to be added to capture a user intentional operations.
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